
 
 

 

 

Planner’s & Organiser’s Comments (Iain Bell) 

Eastham is a different challenge at night when the holly bushes seem to become larger 

and denser. I tried to mix up path running route choice with short more technical legs 

away from the paths.  It was nice underfoot and most runners avoided the rain that came 

later. I hope you all enjoyed the courses and your run.   

Thank you to Alan the Ranger for the use of the excellent little area and for keeping the 

toilets open. I would like to express my appreciation to John Padget (controller) and Bob 

Elmes (SI training and advice; control collecting) for supporting William and me so well.  

I would like to thank Mike Smithard and his team on whose hard work I piggybacked this 

event. Organising and planning an event after the Cheshire and Merseyside Schools 

League Event meant that the control sites had been fully tested and all I had to do was to 

check they were still there, whilst collecting in the controls I wasn’t using. Also well 

done to William for running the SI registration and download so efficiently, despite me 

not bringing the right CONDES output files so that he had to input the courses manually. 

There’s been some additional learning for me: to co-locate start and finish for ease and to 

create a social focus; to check my light works properly and that I have sufficient back up 

‘lumens’ for collecting controls; and to create a handover list of kit needed from the 

morning event (I didn’t have entry forms and had to collect the registration insurance 

information using pen and paper!), on the night there is not the opportunity to check the 

kit that you normally have when its in your garage for a week before the event.   

That said I really enjoyed planning and running the ‘low fuss’ event and picking controls 

in the rain did not dampen my enthusiasm one jot.  I hope you had fun too. 

Controller’s Comments (John Padget) 

Thanks must go to Ian Bell for organising and planning a super ‘no fuss’ event. I was a 

bit taken aback when I asked him how many helpers he had and he replied ‘none other 

than my son William’. However all turned out well , although  we were very pleased that 

Bob Elmes turned up to help. I had wondered whether the blue course was too long at 

6.1km but a remarkable winning time of 43 minutes showed this not to be the case. We 

were much assisted by the efforts of Mike Smithard and Peter Edwards who were planner 

and controller  respectively at the schools league event (which used the same control 

sites) earlier in the day ; this is a good way of organising a night event and completely 

avoids the possibility of misplaced controls. 
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